
Thank you for another great year!  A little story about us….When we started Quantum Automation in 1991, we sold 
Texas Instruments 545 and 565 PLCs using a VPU or a newly developed laptop computer running Microsoft DOS 
as we managed fl oppy disks.  We ran our business on Peachtree for DOS, used WordStar for letters and Lotus 
123 for a spreadsheet.  We used Dot Matrix Printers and had Fax Machines where we could fi nally use paper vs. 

the smelly rolls that faded after a month.  We sold  Xycom OITs (operator interface terminals) that were heavy CRT based 
units and we programmed them in OIL (operator interface language).

In 1994 we became a Value Added Reseller for PLC Direct, which as you all know, became the AutomationDirect of 
today.  For 23 years now we have been fortunate to have this really fun relationship that continues to grow as the product 
lines expand.  Eventually Microsoft Windows came out and started to change a lot of things we did.  PLC Direct came out 
with the very fi rst Windows based PLC programming and documentation software called Direct-Soft.  SCADA software 
packages were better, and with Ethernet, Cat-5 cable, 10BaseT, the advent of something called the Internet started.  
People got email addresses, and Websites started to happen.  Flat screens and touch screens came out and helped 
save space, were lighter, and lasted a lot longer than CRTs.  They saved wiring time and reduced the cost of projects 
signifi cantly.  The PLCs and HMIs today sell for 10% of what we sold them in 1991 and are smaller, more powerful, and 
have extensive communications capabilities.  

In 2007 we started selling Industrial Networking products and have grown to be one of Moxa’s largest distributors in the 
United States.  As a High Tech Distributor of Computer Servers, Thin Clients, Embedded Computers, Industrial Routers, 
Edge to Core Ethernet Switches, Wifi , Cellular, IP Cameras,  Protocol Converters, and Serial to Ethernet Converters, we 
have the ability to handle all of your networking needs.  We can even help you choose your Fiber Optic and Cat-6 cabling 
and connectors.  Our customers are now operating at 1GB to 10GB speeds on the Internet, using Data Centers in a thing 
called the cloud,  and dealing with cyber security via secure remote access routers.  We now have the ability to view and 
or control your network in the factory from anywhere via MXview and MX-ToGo helping to reduce downtime and increase 
the availability. The Industrial Internet of Things is now alive and will be a growth area for the next 5 years. 

Quantum Automation is now enhancing its Motion offering!!  Rollon, an Italian made Linear Actuator Company, is a 
high end motion product which when used with the SureServo Motors and Drives, Neugart Gearheads, Encoders, Wire 
Carriers, and Grippers gives us the ability to provide all of the components required for a Cartesian Robot.  We help you 
design and engineer the system, then train you on how to program the PLC and HMI for your multi-axis application. We 
can even kit the components if you need to purchase multiple Cartesian Robots.

We are a highly trained Salesforce with Applications Engineers that help you design safe, effi cient, cost effective, and 
quality systems in the Western United States.  We are proud to say that we are order makers and not just order takers.   
I want to thank our Vendors who have supported us over the years providing us with Quality Products with great deliveries 
and at reasonable prices.  I want to thank our employees and fellow workers for 25 years of loyalty and hard work.  And, 
of course, I want to thank our customers for their confi dence in our abilities to provide you with the most cost effective 
solutions over the years and your loyalty to continue to come back to us.  It’s been our pleasure to serve you through the 
automation and information revolution.

Regards,

Brian P. Gallogly

President
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